
 G I F T I N G ?
How about, Free!

Yes! We are still GIFTNG and sharing your Love & Gratitude with your loved ones!

Who can we help you Celebrate today?  First Responders? Your friends, family? MANY 
others helping us all through this pandemic.

BOX Babe wants to C E L E B R A T E all the amazing people and all of the beautiful ways 
they are making this challenging time bearable & progressive. We can’t celebrate everyone, 

but we are inviting you nominate and potentially Gift as many as Possible for

F R E E
We want to help YOU: Thank, Encourage, and Love these people!

Who are your friends and family who are struggling with isolation and need a smile and a hug... 
social distancing prohibits us from sharing smiles and hugs in person.

Who do you know who is making sacrifices tin the face of Covid-19?  
Working tireless hours, putting themselves in 

harms way, struggling with day care, etc.

Who is struggling with mental health issues that are
increased by isolation? or just Cabin Fever?

Do you hav an amazing neighbor who is inviting Chalk Walk’s?
Friends who are organizing Virtual Coffee Dates?

Grocers who are trying to accommodate your needs?

Celebrate someone with a FREE - Yes, F R E E -  gift from BOX Babe today.
Email us at: gift@boxbabe.com and tell us about them and why you want to celebrate their efforts!

Live Thoughtfully and Stay Safe!

BOX Babe sympathizes with ALL victims of Covid-19 and shares responsibility in the fight against this pandemic.  
FAQ and Safety Measures we are taking are available through our website. 

* You heard me right, FREE. Rules & Regulations for Covid-19 FREE Gift Offer. Offer is based on existing, noted inventory on a first-come-first-
served basis through March 31, 2020. Requests outside of the US will be declined as well as requests that are made without substantial story, 
explanation or proof of generosity of time, compassion, goods, and/or incredulity or believability in relation to integrated behaviors specific to 
aiding in Covid-19/Corona Virus pandemic, to be determined by BOX Babe. Gifts will be sent at the discretion of BOX Babe. Cost of shipping 
gift are welcome as a donation/tip, not required. Value of Gift sent not to exceed $40 retail value and includes handwritten note with message.
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